Got Halcion?
The anxiolytic dosage I generally prescribe is standard for its purpose, a max dose for the day, and inexpensive.
Rarely, but sometimes, people prefer Valium or Xanax. All of them are Relaxation drugs, NOT sedation drugs that put you “completely
out”: you need an IV and surgeon for that. Halcion is known for a greater effect of amnesia.
Neither Halcion, or Laughing Gas are required for long visits or surgeries listed below.
Because amnesia, drowsiness, and instability are common and desired side effects, an escort is required.
No responsible parenting, driving, or operating machinery, weaponry, or credit cards while taking Halcion, Valium, or narcotics.
Exclusively using just laughing gas allows you to drive yourself here and home.
In my experience with prescribing this medication for teens and adults since 2006, I’ve noticed these averages:
● 80% of people are generally responsive, yet feel relaxed enough for treatment and often forget the day.
● 10% are deeply relaxed and sleep through most of the appointment and remember nothing or everything.
● 10% feel unaffected and require the use of laughing gas at an additional hourly cost.
I typically use Halcion for the following appointments because it’s generally effective enough and very affordable:
● Severe anxiety for smaller treatments (shaking and scared just walking into the office).
● Full mouth extractions with jaw contouring and delivery of dentures.
● All fillings, crowns, and other restoration services in one longer visit you prefer to be more relaxed for.
● Wisdom teeth removal of all types, including complex cases.
Do NOT consume any alcohol or grapefruit products while taking this medication or the day before.
Please wear comfortable clothing to bed the night before that you can wear to your appointment.
Please do not eat for 6 hours before your appointment.
So denture adjustments can be made 24 hours after delivery, please avoid scheduling denture surgeries when we are closed the next day.
Other treatments, including wisdom teeth removal, are available any day as after surgery complications are rare and I’m usually
available by phone or in person if needed.
After surgery pain is usually managed with simultaneous Motrin and a Tylenol based narcotic. Please ask for these to be prescribed
when you schedule for treatment.
Your estimated portion must be paid to schedule an appointment that is 2 or more hours long.
Your appointment must be made before we will prescribe medications explained above.

Got Escort?
If you've been asked or assigned to be an escort, here's some basics that may help you do an amazing job. So good in fact that the person you
are caring for may even give you some chocolate or a big hug!
“Anxiolytics” (medications used to help someone relax but not be fully sedated or “completely knocked out”) have similar effects as alcohol
for a day, sooo PLEASE:
●

●

●
●

Use the handicap parking spots at our office with the patient door closest to the ramp when you arrive.
○ Park so that the passenger door for our patient is closest to the ramp when you arrive.
○ If you need us to use a wheelchair, please come in and inform us.
○ Some people walk fine. Others are very unstable getting to and from a car. Stay close the them!
Make sure you are STABILIZING them when (or if) they try to walk AT HOME AND AT OUR OFFICE. More
than one of our
customers has experienced not being stabilized while walking in their home and SPONTANEOUSLY FALLEN. This can result in
various injuries, so PLEASE help them be careful regardless of how much they insist they are “just fine” and “don't need your help” as
a drunk would say.
Remember that they may not remember anything about the day, and they may remember everything. Please respect their privacy by
not taking videos or photos.
DO NOT ALLOW THEM TO:
○ Shop online
○ Operate Weapons
○ Operate Machinery
○ Use sharp objects
○ Drive (Yes, Hide the Keys!!!) One person overpowered his wife and wrecked their RV.
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